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PAGE 

NUMBER 

REMARK 

xxxv Add the abbreviation “AFF” and its full form “affirmative” after “ADV 

adverbial” in the list of abbreviations. 

13 Second paragraph, line 1: change “toka” to “thoka” and change “tɔka]” to 

thɔka]”. 

21 In Table 3: the word kririp should be changed into kirip 

28 In Table 5, bottom row: change “kep-” to “khep-”. 

27 Properly align the text in the title of Table 4 at the top of the page. 

32 Paragraph 4, line 2: “that is used in Playfair (1975:167)” should be changed 

to “occurs in Playfair 1909:167 (reprinted in 1975)”. 

39 First sentence of section 2.4. The word “nineteen” should be changed to 

“twenty”. 

54. The list in the first paragraph should read like this: 

1. The two vowel phonemes merge into one short vowel, e.g. 

<okha=ak> [okhak] (have.a.full.stomach=ASP) ‘have a full stomach 

(after eating)’. 

2. The two vowels are both pronounced as one long vowel. 

<okha=ak> [okha:k] (have.a.full.stomach=ASP) ‘have a full 

stomach (after eating)’. 

3. A glottal stop may be inserted between the two vowel phonemes. 

<okha=ak> [okhaʔak] (have.a.full.stomach =ASP) ‘have a full 

stomach (after eating)’. 

66 Third paragraph, 9
th

 line: change “well knows” to “well-known”. 

83 In Table 23: the gloss of the word mimi should be changed from ‘to smile’ 

to ‘to laugh’ and the gloss of thimimi should be changed from ‘to make 

someone smile’ to ‘to make someone laugh’. 

84 In Table 23 (cont.), in the row above “System 2”: change “peleŋ” to 

“pəleŋ” and change “dəpələŋ” to “dəpəleŋ”. 

98 Second paragraph, last line: change “or have” to “or may have”. 

101 Footnote, second line: change “language” to “languages”. 

102 Second paragraph, second line (in the sentence When no NP is used in an 

utterance that might, given the context be thought of as a referential…): 

change “a referential” to “referential”. 



 

114 Bottom of page at the * note: the glosses for the male and female symbols 

are wrong and should be changed to “♀ ‘female’   ♂ ‘male’”. 

118 Footnote: The word “meʔcɨk” should be “meʔcək”. 

130 Line from the bottom of the papge: change “syi” to “səy”. 

173 In example (253) 

1. first line: change “jean” to “jeen” 

2. secon line: change “=an” to “=en”. 

179 Example (269), second tier: change “DF” into “DP”. 

193 In Table 52, in the Atong column:  

1. change “tin”to “tīn” 

2. change “sāt” to “sāt” 

3. change “at” to “āt”. 

206 Footnote 3: “[waʔsɨŋ]” should be changed to “[waʔsəŋ]”. 

245 Section 15.3, line 6: delete “be”. 

245 In example (372): change “tokəreŋ” to “tokkəreŋ” in the first and third 

lines. 

248 In Table 60:  

1. In the row of “həyts”, change the text to: “həyts ~ həs   ‘What 

the…! No way! expresses indignation”. 

2. Add a row below “Surprise, astonishment and admiration” with 

the text “da•naŋ   ‘wow!’”. 

256 In example (396), 2
nd

 line: Change “jumuphynnaakno” to 

“jumuphynetnaakno”. 

267 In example (424), 1
st
 line: Change “dadaprardo” to “dadaparado”. 

269 Third paragraph, line 7: replace “by a semantic” by “ by the same 

semantic”. 

295 Section 18.10, first paragraph, line 5: put a space between “e.g.” and 

“(503)”. 

300 Last line but one: change “in” into “is”. 

306 Point 4 in Section 18.12: delete “is”. 

309 In the line above example (535): insert a space between “active” and 

“Topic”. 

310 In example (537), change “raki” to rakhi”, 2 times: in the 1
st
 line and in the 

6
th

 line. 

312 In example (540), 2
nd

 line: change “dəthəyciŋay” to “dəthəyceŋay”. 

344 In example (606), line 1.: change “neŋthak” to “neŋʔthak”. 

349 Last line of last paragraph: “in made clear”: change “in” to “is”. 



 

351 Second paragraph, last line: there should be a comma after “for example”. 

378 Section 21.6.4, second paragraph, second line: delete “transitive”. 

379 In example (688): 

1. In the 1
st
 line: change “neŋʔtakwana” to “neŋthakwana”. 

2. In the 3
rd

 line: change “neŋʔtak” to “neŋthak”. 

417 Last line of 4
th

 paragraph: “are discussed”: delete “are”. 

417 Under example (760): change “suggest” to “suggests”. 

417 Paragraph 4, last line: replace “23.1” into “22.2”. 

439 In example (823), 1
st
 line: change “jəwʔtaraannokmo” to 

“jəwʔtaraanokmo”. 

452 In example (850), line 8: change “baw” into “bawʔ”. 

453 Example (854), top tier: change “kəreya” to “kərəya”. 

535 In the table “The Atong alphabet”: 

1. At letter K: change “ku•chuk” to “khu•chuk” 

2. Last line, last word: change “fluite” to “flute”. 

537 1. Change the entry “-a encl customary/imperfective aspect enclitic” 

to “=a encl customary aspect (See §22.5)” 

2. Under the entry “aina”: change “phalthangau” to “phalthangaw”. 

539 1. Erase “ba-” from the headword “ba- ~ ba•-” 

2. In the same entry, erase “baak/” and two times “bawa/”. 

542 1. Under the entry “bejaw-“: change “thebajauwa” to “thebajawa”. 

2. Change the entry “basnengtakgaba” to “basneng•thakgaba”. 

543 Under the entry “bonyng”, the last word of the page: “sisters” should be 

changed to “sister’s”. 

545 Delete the entry “bukot” and its text. 

557 1. Change the entry word “deppyleng-” to “dypyleng” and move it to its 

correct alphabetical position in the dictionary. 

2. In the second line of the text of that entry, change “depylengok” to 

“dypylengok”. 

3. Move the entry and its text to the correct alphabetic position in the 

dictionary. 

4. Under the entry “delan ~ dylang”: change “diseased” to “deceased”. 

559 Under the entry “dylang ~ delan”: change “diseased” to “deceased”. 

569 1. Delete the entry “hongkhot-”. Move the text that goes with that entry 

to the next entry so that it looks like this: 

hongkot- v to come out, to ejaculate, to cum Ytykyimyng amak gawigaba 

biphagabaaw kynaw thup, thup tokaidonganoa. Uchian amakmu di•sa chat 



 

chat hongkotaidongano. So then, the monkey’s wife beats her husband’s 

back tok, tok. Then the monkey’s shit comes out squirt! squirt! it is said. 

2. Change “hongkhot” to “hongkot” everywhere: 

− in the text belonging to the dictionary entry “hongkot” 

− in the last line of page 581. 

3. Change “hoŋkhot” to “hoŋkot” everywhere: 

− page 40, second paragraph, line 5 

− page 256, in example (294) two times 

− page 370, in the first line of the text after example (660) and in 

example (661) two times 

− page 404, in the first line of item 7. of (729) 

− page 509, in the first line of item 14. 

569 Replace the entry hot- and its text by “hot- v to extract, to unsheathe, to 

take out Gal•aimuna kynsangdo phylgymaw uan rykjolaimuna kukuri byk 

hotaimuna tokkyrengaw tan•thongokno. After it had fallen to the ground, 

he ran quickly to the eagle, unsheathed his knife and cut off its neck, it is 

said.” 

573 Right column, top line: delete the entry jom- and its text. 

575 Delete the entry “kambai ~ khambai” and the text. 

576 Delete: “kep- v to cry”. 

577 Under the entry “kha•thong”: change “kha•galgabaau” to 

“kha•galgabaaw” 

578 Delete “ ~ kambai” from the entry khambai ~ kambai”. 

598 Change the entry word “pantong” to “panthong” and move it to the right 

alphabetical position in the dictionary. 

603 Replace “rakhi- v to guard, to keep” by “rakhi- v to protect, to guard 

(against), to keep, to look after Ning ha•bachi mongmana amakna mai 

sa•niwana rakhiaronga. We are protecting our dry rice and vegetable 

field against elephants and monkeys so that we will eat rice. “De, na•a 

ichi mu•sigabone bai•sigane, biskut rakhibone” nookno. Ytykyimyng 

pheruba chaw! thorokangokno. Okay, now you stay here friend, Okay, 

guard the biscuits, okay?”, he said, it is said. So then, the fox—splash!—

jumped in, it is said. Myng•sa morot man•ai sa•gabachi wak rakhina 

ga•akoknoaro. He was forced to look after the pigs of a ritch person, it is 

said.” 

604 Delete the entry “raki-“ and the text. 

610 Under the entry sang bound: delete “kambaisang ~ ”. 

621 Under the entry thebajaw- ~ -thebejaw: 

1. change “-thebejaw” to “thebejaw-” 



 

2. change “angau” to “angaw”. 

621 Under the entry “thebajaw- ~ -thebejaw”: change “thebajauwa” to 

“thebajawa”. 

622 In the text of the entry “thom•-”: change “thomaidonga” to 

“thom•aidonga”. This word cannot be broken off after the d. It can be 

broken off after the •, after the i, or after the g.  

622 Change the entry and text of “tho•theng” to “tho•theng n SUPER forest 

creature that looks like a person with his feet pointing backwards, so that 

it looks like you are following his footsteps in the direction he is going, 

while in fact he was walking the other way.” 

624 Under the entry “tok-”: change “phulistaw” to “phulistaw” 

624 Delete the entry “to•theng” and its text. 

625 Under the entry tyi chaw ~ tyi chaw•: 

1. change tyi chaw ~ tyi chaw• to tyichaw- ~ tyichaw•- 

2. change “chau•wa” to “chaw•wa”. 

626 The entry “tykhal” should be changed to “ytykhal” and moved to the right 

alphabetical position in the dictionary. 

649 In the reference to van Breugel 2009b: change “Atong morot” to 

“Atongmorot”. 

652 The entry of Playfair 1975 should be changed to look like this: Playfair, 

Alan. 1909. The Garos. London: David Nutt. [Reprinted in 1975. 

Guwahati: United Publishers.] 

653 Two mistakes in the references “Schachter, Paul and Timothy Shopen. 

2007. Part of speech systems. In: Timothy Shopen (ed.)” (1) “Timpthy” 

should be “Timothy”. (2) There should be a space between “Shopen” and 

“(ed.)”. 

 

General replacements 

#1. Throughout the book: Playfair 1975 can be changed to Playfair 1909. The page 

numbers can stay the same. 

PAGE POSITION ON PAGE 

1 paragraph 1, line 7 

6 section 1.4, line 4 

6 section 1.4.1, line 4 

7 first line under the block citation 

12 5
th

 line from the top 

32 paragraph 4, line 2 

 

#2. Throughout the book: “any more” should be “anymore” (Be careful! Auto 

search and replace should not correct instances of “many more”!) 



 

#3. Throughout the book: change “GPN” to “GPF”. 

PAGE LOCATION 

141 in example (157) 

494 in item 7. 

500 in item 20. 

520 in item 51. 

 

#4. In the dictionary: change all six occurrences of “tokyreng” to “tokkyreng”. 

Make sure the capitalisation and font style stay the same as they are now. 

PAGE DICTIONARY ENTRY 

545 bykot- 

546 cha•sitokreng 

555 dam ~ dym 

559 dym ~ dam 

601 phuk 

618 tan•- 

 

#5. In the dictionary: change all nine occurrences of “cho•isa” to “choi•sa”. Make 

sure the capitalisation and font style stay the same as they are now. 

PAGE DICTIONARY ENTRY OR POSITION ON PAGE 

550 cho•is ~ cho•sa 

550 cho•sa ~ cho•isa 

551 chokchok (3 occurrences here) 

614 sul- (2 occurrences here) 

615 top line, second word 

625 right column, 4
th

 line 

 

#6. In the dictionary: change all occurrences of “kambai” to “khambai” Make sure 

the capitalisation and font style stay the same as they are now. 

PAGE DICTIONARY ENTRY OR POSITION ON PAGE 

559 under the entry dung•-, in the word 

“pankambaisang” 

593 2
nd

 line of the entry mynga- 

610 4
th

 line of the entry sangphak ~ sampak 

in the word “kambaisangmi” 

624 3
rd

 line of the entry thyp-, in the word 

“pankambaishi” 

 

#7. Throughout the text: change “phinʔ” to “phin” and change “phynʔ” to “phyn”. 



 

PAGE LOCATION 

76 in example (24): 1
st
 and 2

nd
 lines 

142 in example (160): 1
st
 and 5

th
 lines 

143 in example (161): 1
st
 and 2

nd
 lines 

226 in example (339): 2
nd

 and 9
th

 lines 

382 in Table 74 

462 in example (876): 1
st
 line 

527 in line 1. 

 

#8. Throughout the dictionary: change “phin•” to “phin” and change “phyn•” to 

“phyn”. Make sure the capitalisation and font style stay the same as they are 

now. 

#9. Throughout the dictionary: change “maidan syla toka” to “maidan syla thoka”. 

Make sure the capitalisation and font style stay the same as they are now. 


